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The effects of time-delay-ripple period and amplitude in 25GHz and JOOGHzfilters for operation at JOGbls and 40Gbls, 
respectively, are studied. It is shown that maximum transmission penalties occur at time-delay periods of-75% of the -20dB data 
bandwidth. 

1. Introduction

WDM optical systems are continuously migrating towards 
shorter channel spacings and higher bit rates in order to use 
the available bandwidth most efficiently. Various 
combinations of channel spacings ranging from 25GHz to 
l 00GHz, and bit rates from l OGb/s to 40Gb/s are currently 
explored. High performance optical filters are proving to 
be central to the successful deployment of high-speed 
optical systems. High bandwidth efficiency sets quite 
stringent requirements to WDM filter characteristics and 
any imperfections in their phase and/or amplitude response 
become critical. 

WDM filters based on fibre-grating [l] and thin-film 
technologies are known to show in-band time delay ripples 
due to design and manufacturing compromises. The 
thorough study and understanding of the impact of time
delay ripple period and amplitude on the transmission 
penalties associated with the use of these filters is of 
paramount importance. This will help in defining design 
tolerances and trade-offs necessary for the development of 
highly efficient filters. In-band monotonic dispersion 
variation is known to limit the efficiency of grating filters 
[2]. Periodic in-band time delay ripple has been shown to 
affect the performance of chirped fibre grating used as 
dispersion compensators [3]. 

In this paper, we examine the effects of time-delay
ripple p1,riod and amplitude in 25GHz and I 00GHz filters 
for operation at l OGb/s and 40Gb/s NRZ data, respectively. 
Using simple analysis, we also demonstrate that maximum 
transmission penalties are associated with periods that 
correspond to peak average time-delay ripple (averaged 
over the data bandwidth). In all cases, this period is found 
to be about 75% ofthe,data bandwidth. 

2. Time Delay Ripple
The filter in-band time delay ripple is defined as:

Ar(A.) = an ·(A.-A.
0)2n 
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0 

co{: 2+8) (1) 

where IX() and p0 are the time delay ripple amplitude, the 
period, respectively. B determines the relative position of 
the time delay peaks with respect to the filter centre 
wavelength. The first term in Eqn. (1) gives the monotonic 
time-delay increase towards the band-edges observed in 
most of the used optical filters. Figure 1, shows these three 
representative cases withp0

=100pm and B= 0, rc/2, and re. 
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Figure 1: In-band time-delay variation withp0
=100pm and 

9=0, 7t/2, ,i;, 

3. EOP Calculations
Using system simulations in an Intensity Modulation/Direct 
Detection (IM/DD) transmission system according to 
SONET standards, we estimate the eye-opening penalty 
(EOP) arising from the ripple effects. Here a perfectly 
rectangular filter with bandwidth 25GHz is employed and a 
signal modulated at NRZ format at l OGb/s is transmitted 
through the filter. Then the recovered signal is 
characterised by the EOP. 
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Figure 2: EOP for lOGb/s NRZ data and 25GHz filter. 

Figure 2 gives the EOP as a function of the ripple 
periodicity for two different ripple amplitudes. The time 
delay pattern which corresponds to fF±rc/2 exhibits the 
lowest EOP (best case), while the cases with fFO,rc give the 
most degraded performance (worst case). For all the other 
fls, the EOP lies between these two extremes. For both 
amplitudes, a resonance behaviour is observed with the 
worst-case EOP peaking for a resonance period of -90pm. 
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Figure 3: Effect of ripple amplitude at lOGb/s NRZ data. 

For any ripple period, the EOP increases monotonically with the ripple amplitude. Figure 3 shows the calculated EOPs for a ripple period of 1 OOpm. It is shown that for ripple amplitudes smaller that -25ps, the worst-case EOP increases quasi-linearly with the amplitude. For negligible additional transmission penalty (EOPS0.3dB), in the worstcase scenario (i.e., at resonance period s,90pm) it is found that the optical filter should exhibit time-delay ripple amplitude smaller than -3ps. For periods away from the resonance one, larger time-delay ripple amplitudes can be tolerated. We also examined the effect of the time delay ripples in the case of NRZ data transmission at 40Gb/s through a I 00GHz rectangular filter. Figure 4 shows the worst and best cases for ripple amplitude of 5ps. The worst-case EOP shows the same resonance behaviour peaking at a period of -350pm. This resonance period is roughly four times thecorresponding value at 1 OGb/s. However, we should stressthat, compared to lOGb/s case (see Fig. 2), the samemaximum worst-case EOP (-l .4dB) is achieved with only
Y. of the ripple amplitude. Higher bit rates put much morestringent requirements on filter characteristics.
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Figure 4: EOP for 40Gb/s NRZ data and 100GHz filter. 

4. Time-Delay Ripple Figure of MeritIn order to understand the resonant dependence of the signal degradation penalties on time-delay ripple period better, we introduce the following parameter that gives a measure of the average time-delay ripple size, namely: 
} 

+BW/2 

fit:ripple = -- fM2 (J)dJ-Maverage BW -BW/2 

where 
} 

+BW/2 

fit:average =- f M(J)dJBW -BW/2 

(2) 

and BW is the data bandwidth. By substituting (1) into (2), we obtain: 
Mripple = a0 {fil;�os(2B) ��t)]-icos(O� sin;x)}

x=tr BW/p0 • (3) In Figure 5, the average ripple is plotted as a function of the ratio of ripple period over the data bandwidth (pr/BW), for the worst case (IF0,1t) and ao=I5ps. In this case, the average time-delay ripple size exhibits a resonant peak for (p/BW).,0.15 BW.. For NRZ data at lOGb/s, the -20dB bandwidth is about BW.20
,,;15GHz (=120pm) that results in a resonant period p,"'90pm. At 40Gb/s, the -20dB data -bandwidth is about BW.20
=60GHz (=480pm) that results in a resonant period p,"'360pm. These resonance periods are in excellent agreement with the ones obtained from the EOP results (see Figs (2), (4)). Periodic in-band time delay results of course in periodic in-band dispersion, which can be easily calculated analytically (in a similar manner to Eqn (3)). The inset in Figure 5 plots the corresponding average dispersion ripple size. Interestingly the dispersion shows a monotonically decreasing behaviour and cannot describe the resonance characteristics of the transmission degradation. 
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Fig. 5: Average time-delay and dispersion ripple (worst case). 

5. ConclusionsIn conclusion, we have studied the additional EOP due inband periodic time delay variation of optical filters showing a distinct resonance characteristics with the ripple period. The worst-case resonance ripple period (pr) scales with the -20dB data bandwidth (BW.20). Actually Pr "' 0.15 BW.20• The ripple amplitude (ao) required to achieve certain worst-case maximum EOP, is inversely proportional to Pr (ao ,x; llPr). For periods away fromp,, larger ripple amplitudes can be tolerated. Finally, in specifying the optical filter perfonnance, average time-delay ripple over the bandwidth data and ripple period should be considered. Average dispersion or dispersion ripple over the filter bandwidth seems to have no direct correlation with the observed filter-induced signal degradation. 
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